Senior Men's Monthly Meeting Minutes
Location:

River Oaks Golf Club

Date:

May 25, 2015

Time:

8 AM

Agenda items
1. Approval of Minutes (2015-05-11): Secretary did not have a copy of the minutes available for viewing.
Minutes were approved by Walter Higgins as read on website with amendments suggested by Gus Mosher to
where the Rollie Rule was used during regular senior events. Secretary to make changes to minutes to
reflect Rollie Rule only used on South Course and repost with corrections.
2. Treasurer's Report: Bill Chisholm reported that the account balances were $400 membership fees, $30 for
rangs, $22 for 50/50 and a total of $713.62 in the bank.
3. Senior Membership Fee: Trevor reminded the membership that anyone that had not paid their fee needed
to pay Bill Chisholm before May 30, 2015 to qualify for rangs and the hole in one prize. Trevor stated the
hole in one prize is still available and members only qualify for rangs if they have paid their $25
membership fee and their daily $2 entry fee.
4. Member Information Sheet: Information sheets were passed around to be filled out which could be used by
the members to contact other members to arrange tee times etc. and for the committee to place players
on the schedule sheets and tournaments according to the members preferences.
5. Monday Rang Game: Reminder to sign sheets in pro shop before 12 pm Wednesday for following week rangs
and that rain days will be rescheduled for Friday on the South Course. Trevor requested that members
email him no later than Friday if they forgot to sign sheet so they can be included on the schedule sheet
for the following week. Members are to indicate the tee played from on their scoresheet. Kevin has
approved that the rescheduled Monday/Wednesday rain days can be played on the South Course on Fridays
and any names on the schedule for the rain day will be automatically put on the sheet for Friday play. If
anyone on the schedule cannot play they need to contact Trevor as soon as possible.
6. Wednesday Rang Game: The Rollie Rule was reviewed. The rule is to be used only when playing the South
Course. Dave Ryan reminded the committee that the minutes need to be changed as they state the North
course and it should be the South course. Trevor stated that the woods on both sides of the fairways are to
be treated as a hazard therefore no provisional ball was to be played. Nearest point of relief is to be taken
from point of entry not nearer the hole and ball dropped within one club length of that point. Wendell Kerr
requested confirmation on hole #4 on the South Course if it was considered out of bounds on left side of
fairway from the tee to the bend in fairway and also if the members were aware that there is out of
bounds at the back of the green next to the net on hole #2 on the North Course. Membership agreed.
7. 50/50: Andy McGowan stated the draw was going along well with no problems.

8. Scoring and Recording - Handicaps: Trevor Hill asked Dave Ryan if we are going to continue to post weekly
handicaps on the website. Dave Ryan requested that the committee do not post handicaps on the website as
it would be too confusing for players to properly indicate their handicap when members are playing from
different tees in the group. The handicaps that are indicated on the RCGA site is the handicaps used for play
in all events and those handicaps automatically make the adjustments for the tees being played by the
member.
9. Home & Home - Fox Hollow and Penn Hills: John Engbersen stated that Fox Hollow has been arranged and
the event is to be played on June 22, 2015 at Fox Hollow and on June 29 at River Oaks. Penn Hills
tournament is still being arranged. Sign up sheets will be available in the pro shop on Wednesday May 27,
2015, hopefully, but will be posted as soon as possible. Members reminded that there are only a limited
amount of spots to play in the Home and Home so sign up quickly. Once filled, all other names will be placed
on waiting list in case a member cancels. The fee to play in the Fox Hollow event is $35 which includes the tip
and if members want a cart it is the responsibility of the player to reserve and pay for it.
10. Slow Play: Discussion took place on how long it should take to play a round of golf on the courses. Some
members had the understanding that it should take 4 hours to play and Dave Ryan stated that he determined
that it took 4 hrs 20 mins to play the South Course. Tee time intervals were discussed and the members
agreed to have everyone tee off at 9 min intervals. It was suggested that one of the players in the last group
monitor the tee times to ensure the interval was maintained. Trevor Hill suggested that we try and have each
group take the responsibility to monitor their own tee times. If that doesn't work then the membership will
revisit the issue and decide on another course of action.
11. Rules: Reviewed the Rollie Rule and how it is applied when playing the South Course.
12. Next Meeting: The next regular scheduled meeting will be held on June 24, 2015 at 8 am in the clubhouse at
the North Course and then the regular event will be played at the South Course at 9 am.
13. Scramble Tournament: Reviewed the rules of play for today's tournament.
14. Other Business: none

Action items

Owner(s)

Deadline

Status

Previous Minutes to be made
available for review.

Larry Gladue

Next meeting

ongoing

Make correction to previous
minutes and post

Larry Gladue

Next Meeting

Corrected

Monitor Tee Times at events

Committee

ongoing

ongoing
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Action items

Owner(s)

Deadline

Status

Penn Hills Home & Home

John Engbersen and
Blaine Nightingale

unknown

unknown
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